
 

FINDING YOUR PERFECT MATE!  

Using vocal frequencies to select an ideal partner 

Sharry Edwards, MEd 

This article contains a software giveaway opportunity 
 

Color association: violet purple  
Music association: A#  

Astrology association: Aquarius 
It seems evident that human nature dictates 
that we seek a companion to make our lives 
more complete. About 50% of US marriages 
end in divorce showing that we are often not 
particularly competent at making partnership 
choices. How can we make better, more 
informed selections? How can we know who 
would be the best companion?  
  

To establish a basic relationship, we might want 
to identify what we could contribute to one. 
We might want to ask ourselves, what kind of 
relationship would satisfy our individual needs? 

One of comfort/convenience, one of support, 
one of expansion? 
 
How do we know whom to choose? How do we 
really know what we have to offer to a partner? 
Since BioAcoustic Biology confirms that our 
personality, perceptions, and emotions are 
contained within our vocal frequencies, why 
not use vocal analysis to help reveal ourselves 
and choose an ideal partner? Possibly, vocal 
frequencies will lead us to being and finding a 
perfect partner. 
 

Astrological Perfect Mate Combinations 
Note Sun Sign Mate Note Sun Sign Mate 

C Aries (March 21 – April 19) Leo F# Libra (Sept. 23 – Oct. 22) Aries 

C# Taurus (April 20 – May 20) Pisces G Scorpio (Oct. 23 – Nov. 21) Virgo 

D Gemini (May 21 – June 20) Aquarius G# Sagittarius (Nov. 22 – Dec. 21) Gemini 

D# Cancer (June 21 – July 22) Taurus A Capricorn (Dec. 22 – Jan. 19) Cancer 

E Leo (July 23 – Aug. 22) Libra A# Aquarius (Jan. 20 – Feb. 18) Sagittarius 

F Virgo (Aug. 23 – Sept. 22) Capricorn B Pisces (Feb. 19 – March 20) Scorpio 

https://www.byrdie.com/astrology-matches-4776544 

the emerging field of human BioAcoustics in support of SELF-HEALTH. 

Accelerating human healing through Vocal 
Mapping: our future depends on its acceptance. 



 

These questions have been pondered for 
centuries. Some traditional Astrology Zodiac 
match alignments are shown on the previous 
page.   
 
From our BioAcoustic perspective, we have 
established that the kind of relationship 
desired plays an important role in predicting 
compatibility. So that should be the first 
move to explore. 

 



 

Our Perfect Mate software gives the 
opportunity to reveal your authentic self. If you 
are settled with yourself and place in life, you 
will be compatible with persons having similar 
notes as you. For instance, the note of C (Aries), 
would be compatible with the notes of B, C, or 

C#. If you would like a relationship that helps 
you grow and move beyond where you are, you 
may want to choose someone whose base note 
is F, F# or G or 180 degrees away from the note 
of C. You may want to ask yourself whether you 
seek comfort or expansion as a lifestyle?  
 

Each frequency set has accepted expressions of 

color, music, emotion, and mood. Choose from 

the Signature Starter wheel, that which is 

suitable for you. Think about how your past 

relationships turned out. What are you looking 

for? 

 
A Perfect Mate evaluation takes into 
consideration the number of times you speak 

each note (represented by a number) and the 
octaves in which it is spoken (represented by a 
color), plus a written report is also available. 
Look at fig. 3 on page 108.  
 



 

The software divides the voice into frequency-
related musical notes. Each note has 
representing attributes – In Sheila’s chart 
below, there is a lot of blue associated with the 
note of C# indicating that justice is an 
emotional issue for this person. The note of C is 
missing indicating a lack of ego. F, F# represent 
male sexuality, while C and B represent female 
attributes of sexuality. 
 
This person is 
into pleasing 
her partner but 
could be taken 
advantage of by 
a demanding 
partner. There is 
a lot of right 
brained energy 
with a concern 
for the future. 
 

Sheila’s chart 
1: 
People are 
generally 
attracted to 
persons who 
have the notes 

they have less of or missing. Sheila 
(above) has an overabundance of yellow 
notes of D# and E indicating she likes 
intellectual discussions – she usually is 
emotionally involved because of the 
emotional blue in the chart. There is 
extraordinarily little concern for the 
future (lacks red). The note of A# has the 
least number of hits indicating she may 
favor a person with A# in abundance. 
 

Overlaying Sheila's previous chart 1 and 

her other chart 2 can quickly show issues 

of imbalance. 

 

There may be a time when you are attracted to 

a person without knowing why. Maybe they 

have your missing notes. Persons who have a 

lot of the same notes that you do may be drawn 

to you or may be completely turned off 

depending on how well they appreciate 

themselves. The written Perfect Mate report 

provides additional clues about the person’s 

attraction mode and preferences.



 

PERFECT MATE REPORT FOR SHEILA 

Points of Importance, Attention and Consequence 

 

You quickly step in when others are having difficulty in 
protecting themselves verbally. Once you find out the 
Truth, you can deal with the consequences. If your 
partner is not upfront with you, it leaves you stressed 
until you have all the facts. Saying too much too soon 
about yourself can be disturbing to a potential partner. 
Listening may not be easy but it will get you results. 
Your need to not talk needs to be known to your 
partner. You can be tactless and not even realize that 
you have insulted someone. You were just attempting 
to be helpful. You can put all the pieces together 
quickly even before your partner knows what the 
relationship is headed for. 
 

You often put your partner first, which can lead to 

feelings of unfulfillment. Stories of love and affection 

inspire you to create loving scenarios. Expressions of 

endearment are a way to your heart. You use words to 

express the depth of your feelings. You like to have a 

hand in what is going to happen next. You can be 

sensual without being obvious. 

 

Getting pushed around is not caring, it is servitude to 

someone else's ego. You can be pushed but only so far. 

Stand up for what you want. The demands on your life 

do not leave enough time for a thoroughly satisfying 

love life. Make it a priority to attempt to consider how 

your actions influence others. You tend to try to 

support a weak relationship in the hope of promoting 

change when you should just bow out gracefully. It is a 

struggle sometimes to decide what you really think 

and what part belongs to your partner because you are so empathetic. Letting your partner know 

your expectations is important. If they will not listen, dump 'em. 

 

Points of Communication, Complications and Complaints 

You can be very convinced that you love them both. You have a fertile imagination that keeps 

personal activities lively. Using verbal distraction comes naturally to you. You trust quickly which 

causes a deep feeling of betrayal when you are disappointed. It is hard for you to allow your partner 



 

to have secrets. You have the ability to plan and foresee the reactions of your advances. You are 

generous with your time, affection, and property, but you do not like to be taken from on any level. 

You let your partner take the lead because it is easier than arguing. Remember that whoever cares 

the least controls the relationship. Your spiritual side may be neglected because of the 

responsibilities you have accepted; sometimes not so willingly. Taking time for yourself is not to be 

seen as something that neglects those you care about. You put it where you wanted it. Those close 

to you need to leave your stuff alone. Your partner needs to understand your ability to significantly 

ignore what needs to be done. 

 

Below is a BioAcoustic Compatible Assessment 

from our files.  Rember Key words: blue = feel, 

yellow think, red = self and future, green = 

do/accomplish. 

  

The top chart is Judy, the bottom Robin, her 

partner. Why might they have issues?  

 

Judy’s most dominant note is the green note of 

D. She takes her self-worth from doing and 



 

accomplishment. Always wants to be busy. 

Choose this type of voice print if you like 

projects and improving all that you come in 

contact with. But this chart also lacks G and G# 

which represent physical reality. This may 

indicate that the person likes to see the results 

but not necessarily create the results 
themselves. 

Judy lacks the note of A but Robin has lots of it. 

They fulfill each other’s needs when it comes to 

the note of A, representing the idea of 

management = how things need to be done. 

Robin is dominantly blue and yellow = 

emotional but often mentally questions her 

own decisions. They both have the note of E 

missing – so neither considers words as a first 

resolution to an issue. They have similar 

matches for the note of B so they like to help 

others bring harmony into their lives. Robin is 

more right-brained – has more F# to B notes 

while lacking left brained notes – C-F. So Judy is 

the more logical one.

 

The computer does not record your words; only the frequencies of your voice. So you can share 

your deepest secrets. Ask and answer questions like, “What kind of a partner would I make?” or, 

“What kind of partner do I really want?” Video links to watch full demonstrations: 

 

Demonstration Video – DISCOVER YOUR PERFECT MATE 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Demonstration Video – FINDING YOUR PERFECT MATE 

 

 

 

 

 



 

THE VOICE:  

A Holographic Portrayal of One’s 
SELF  

by Sharry Edwards, M.Ed. 

Your voice takes on new meaning if you 

consider the possibility that your voice sounds 

may be a holographic portrayal of all that you 

are. Imagine a future in which your vocal 

frequency is your identification - where 

frequency-based biomarkers in your voice can 

keep you healthy and emotionally balanced. 

 

From birth to death, we use sounds to express 

our needs and emotions. However, there are 

additional layers of information hidden within 

our words. As humans evolved, language 

became levels of intricate harmony nestled 

within structures of great elegance that carried 

meaning and allowed understanding of 
ourselves and others. 

Everything that happens to the body reaches 

the brain as bio-frequencies. These frequencies 

are then categorized, routed, and assigned as 

interpretations. But, in modern times, we have 

little conscious awareness of this information. 

Did we as a human race forget, or were we 

forced to abandon our intrinsic abilities to 

glean information about another person simply 

by hearing their voice? 

 

The popularity of The Da Vinci Code sparked 

interest in a great deal of knowledge hidden 

from the general population. Is the idea that we 

have dominion over our lives through our 

thoughts intrinsic fact of the human spirit? Can 

we, in truth, chant the words and create our 

Reality? 

 

If we want to manifest our neighbor’s car or 

wife for our benefit, is this a lack of respect or 

our right of conscious intention? If we accept 

that we all fit into the perfectly conceived, 

interlocking puzzle of life, then how is this 

acceptable? Someone would do without, and 

therein lies a problem. If we both pray for the 

same thing, who gets the prize? So how can 

someone “program” their lives with the voice of 

prayer and mantra without bumping into the 

needs and rights of others? 

 

Throughout the ages, many spiritual leaders 

have claimed that we have the power to be and 

As humans evolved, language 

became levels of intricate 

harmony nestled within 

structures of great elegance 

that carried meaning and 

allowed understanding of 

ourselves and others. 



 

have what we want. Could the world be 

designed perfectly, and if we knew the ideal life 

to manifest, would everything be in harmony?  

But how can we ever know what will perfectly 

balance our lives? How can we know what we 

really want underneath the many layers of 

greed and need? 

 

You may be able to lie to your friends and 

deceive yourself with your words, but the voice 

does not lie. Vocal Profiling computer software 

can evaluate frequencies, architectures, and 

the harmonics of your voice. Vast frequency-

based databanks create a report of what you 

think, who you are emotionally, and your 

health status. The vocal frequencies missing 

are just as important as those present. An 

entire matrix of your DNA, to your partner’s 

preferences, can be evaluated. 

 

With this modality, your voice can reveal who 

you are under the layer of the public 

personality you have created. This is an 

opportunity for the human race to break free 

of all the deceit and deception we live with 

daily. 

 

What would our world be like? Our legal system 

would be unwarranted if your voice could be so 

easily read. Unsound relationships would 

crumble, and businesses would fall because, for 

the most part, our world is what we can keep 

hidden from those who think they know us. 

 

Vocal Profiling can let us know the intentions of 

leaders, the motivations of our partners, the 

pathway to our sense of self, and the status of 

our health. Wouldn’t that ability be of value in 

our world today? 

 

What would the world be like if everyone only 

spoke the TRUTH? Can you imagine a society 

where we are all known by our frequency 

signatures that people could read through a 

voice analysis that truly represented who we 

are?  

 

Could a portrayal of our voice allow us to create 

a world of grace and dignity? 

 

 

 
 

BioAcoustic Keynotes 

are brought to you 

by the Institute of 

BioAcoustic Biology 

& Sound Health 

Go to – SoundHealthPortal.com  

to have your vocal print analyzed. 

Download the software, practice with it, and use the tutorials.  

If people would like a live online class,  

please contact Sharry at SharryOnAir@gmail.com. 

mailto:SharryOnAir@gmail.com

